FERAL HOG HUNTING OFFERED BY THERAPY PINES HUNTING & LODGING
SHOOT UNLIMITED WILD HOGS ANY SIZE!
TEXAS IS OVERRUN BY FERAL HOGS!
We have a 400 acre farm near Pittsburg, Tx., approximately 2 hrs east of Dallas, with 200 of that bottom land, adjacent to
a perennial creek.
We have killed over 300 hogs from 2013 to present.
We charge $100 a day per gun, plus a bag of corn per person per hunt.
We also have living quarters with cooking facilities if needed for $50 per person per day.
We will offer a discount for THHA members.
One Half nonrefundable deposit required when hunt is booked. Deposit only payable by Credit Card or Paypal.
If you cannot make the scheduled hunt and notify us at least 5 days in advance the hunt can be rescheduled at our
convenience. If not then the deposit will be forfeited. Our reasoning for 5 days in advance is we seed the feeders every
day for 5 days before the hunt.
We want your hunt to be enjoyable and affordable.
We have five stands/ feeders/ game cameras and motion lights.
We have three enclosed blinds, two-two person tree stands and we can also put up a pop-up blind if needed.
The hunting is free range/ fair chase, no high fence.
Skinning facilities are onsite for your use at no additional cost.
No guarantees of a kill. If unsuccessful we will provide a hunt up to 3 days free of charge to be scheduled at our
convenience.
Smoking while in the blinds reduces the probability of success greatly.
The best probability of success will be night hunting with night vision scope, thermal scope or green lights.
Day hunts are permissible but the probability of success is greatly reduced.
Green lights affixed to your scope can be provided for an extra fee.
Its best to bring your own firearm/ammo, but we can provide a .243 firearm/ammo for an additional fee.
Minimum caliber should be .243 or larger.
Archery hunts are acceptable as well.
Shooting ranges from 40 – 100 yards to the feeders.
Arrive early enough before hunting to check your firearm for accuracy. We have a shooting range for your convenience.
Only one group will be hunting at any given time.
We will accept group sizes from one to four people.
A valid Texas hunting license is required.
If you want to bring your own ATV that is acceptable but not required.
We reserve the right to change any and all of the above terms at our discretion without notice.
We reserve the right to refuse hunting or lodging to anyone for any legal reason.

Contact Ted or Pauly at info@therapypines.com

